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Lessons of European 
Integration for Asia
• Europe has much experience to offer 

Asia in terms of regional cooperation and 
integration

• European Integration was a political 
integration followed by monetary 
integration (creation of Euro in 1999).  
Integration of financial markets is on-
going

• Although Asia is larger in area and 
population, its GDP and stage of financial 
market development are respectively 
smaller and later.



Regional Features Compared:
Japan’s financial assets are twice rest of Asia put together

Japan accounts for 57% of 
regional GDP and 65% of 
total financial assets

Germany accounts for 
22% of regional GDP and 
19% of total financial 
assets
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Degrees of Integration

Political Integration – the EU Route
Trade Integration – NAFTA Route
Financial Integration –

Harmonization or
Mutual Recognition?

Monetary Integration
ACU basket of Asian currencies or
Single currency?



Global Imbalances:
AVERAGE CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCES IN US$BN

SOURCE: IMF
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Structural Imbalances persist despite 
high volatility of exchange rates
1. US imbalances growing while Japanese surplus 

remains strong
2. EU trade balance with US has remained stable 

at roughly US$100 bn despite wide FX swings
3. Asians fear sharp swings in exchange rates 

would be destabilizing.
4. Pre-crisis, developing Asia in deficit, strong 

surplus post-crisis to build up reserves against 
future crisis.

5. China’s surplus is growing, but much of exports
are from US, EU, Japan, Korea and other 
companies operating out of China

6. Do you blame imbalances on host country or 
home countries in terms of ownership of 
exporters?



Impediments to Asia adjusting 
its structural imbalances

High Asian savings are a demographic story of a 
young educated work force accumulating savings 
during its high growth stage.  But parts of Asia is also 
aging.
Two reasons why domestic expenditure cannot rise 
faster:-

After Asian crisis, huge cut back in fiscal 
expenditure, especially social infrastructure which 
are badly needed.  Emphasis was on FX-earning 
exports to build up reserves against future crisis
Asian financial systems are not as developed as 
EU/US, being too fragmented, lacking breadth 
and depth in skills, liquidity and institutional 
strength (property rights infrastructure) 



Reserves Diversification to Euro

Diversification into Euro natural part of investment 
risk diversification by official and private fund 
holders and should be welcome
Whether the trend continues depends on whether 
Asians perceive that Euro-based economies and 
companies continue to deliver real value and 
returns for their holders
Question whether therefore European companies 
will deliver total return value relative to US and 
Asian companies and whether European bond 
yields remain attractive relative to credit risks
Much depends on speed of reforms, eg in labour 
markets



EU and Asian markets are 
complementary to each other

Asia has much to learn in terms of institutional 
building, management and technical skills from the 
advanced economies of Europe
Asia offers cheap labour and huge market and 
investment opportunities
With integrated and deep Euro market, EU offers 
strong financial intermediation skills and 
diversification opportunities for Asia
EU can also offer market choice in terms of
consultation on global standards, eg accounting, 
corporate governance and market regulation
Closer dialogue strengthens mutual and regional 
understanding.  Open regionalism is good for 
globalization



Thank you
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